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BET return~ to Pantherland with contests, prizes
By Yonne Bellamy
Panther Staff

Hundreds of students
gathered in front ofthe Memorial
Student Center Thursday, Nov. 3,
as Black Entertainment Television came to campus as part of
its annual Black College Tour,
an event that supports entertainment and informative outreach
to minority students.
Four years ago, BET
created the Black College Tour,
which travels across the country
to 14 different schools, within a
10-week period. BET interacts
with the students as they engage
in games, music, performances,
contests, product sampling.
Marchelle Cain participated in the McDonald's poetry
contest and was one of the three
finalists. ul wasn't nervous at all
(while reading her poem). The
crew members backstage really
made me feel comfortable," Cain
said.
According to Cain, the
tour has made major improvements. "I thought that the tour
was really good. It was much
better than last year. Everything
was on time and according to
schedule," she said.
Cain also thought that
the tour brought a sense of unity
to the campus. ''There were more
people out than last year and we
had more school spirit than what
we usually do."
Companies such as the
U.S: Air Force, Olay, Pantene,
Pepsi, Verizon Wireless, McDonalds, Rap-It Up and several others collaborate with BET to help
promote their products.
Aurnell Drigbt Jr., a
sophomore who worked with
PALS to help the tour by arranging and passing out giveaway

Funintbe
joy raffle
other a
by BET fn.
p.m. on h

See BET on page 16
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Bouton mayor uses private
sector to help city

In the news ...
AIDS protesters
West Texas
1
town makes 1 arrested outside
relief effort I White House
personaI
I
1

WASHINGTON (AP)_ Opponents of the Bush administration's AIDS
policy were arrested in front of the White
House Monday.
HEREFORD, T~s (~) _ Th~s \
The protesters staged a peaceful
West Texas town personahzed 1ts Hurn- '' die-in," ignoring orders from U-S Park
cane Katrina reli~ effort_wi~ a ~14,597 Police to get off the sidewalk along the
donation to the CJty of Biloxi - with one Pennsylvania Avenue.
dollar representing each resident of Her- /
They laid down while hoJdeford.
ing tombstone-shaped signs that read,
The check was presented to A.J. '' Stop Bush's war on AIDS."
Halloway, the mayor of Biloxi, Miss., on
About 150 people gathered
Friday night during halftime of the Her- across the street chanting ' 'Bush is a
eford-Palo Duro football game at White- jerk, condoms w~rk."
face Stadium.
Police arrested 29 people for
· 'We appr~iate this from the demonstrating without a permit, which
bottom -~f o~r hearts, Halloway told the is a misdemeanor, said Sgt. Scott Fear,
crowd. I will always remember yo;1 and a u.S. Park Police spokesman. They rehonor you for what you have done.
ceived citations that carry a $50 fine.
Dan and Sharon Eytcheson,
The protest was conducted by
owners of Hereford I:Ierit~e Funeral the Campaign To End AIDS, which opHome, set up the Ka~a rehef fun~ at poses the government's promotion of
a \ ~ bank and esta~hshed collection \ abstinence from sexual activity as a subpom . to accept donations of food and stitute for sex education.
other ite~~..
Earlier in the day, 12 people
ot many other cities can say were arrested during a protest at the ofth~ ~~ve 1 for every m~n, woman and / fices of the Family Research Council.
child, Mrs. Eytcheson said.
As.1a R usseII, wi·th th e Ph.I
1 ad el-
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Siblings
shot in

I
I
I

group Health Gap, helped
lead the chants outside the White House.
She accused the Bush administration of
waging a ' 'full-fledged war on effective
HIV prevention."
'They're putting ideology
ahead of science and best practice," she
said.

'

suspected
murder-suicide I Woman sentenced
ASHLAND, N.Y. (AP) _ A man
apparently shot his sister to death in a
~obile-~ome park where he lived, then
Ki\\ed hunself, s_tate police said Monday.
H h Investigators believe Howard
~g es, 28 •killed bis 38-year-o)d sister
botah ~g~d, with an assault rifle
around m,dnight Satutday th
~ we~pon on himself. H.u~es~~~:g
a n_\ m a tented mobile bome /
pn .
mce

I to a year in jail after
t a}• in£

Is

L
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e mg
uJ

ant

orm. a

at / woman hasKEENE,
N.H. (AP) _ A Keene
been sentenced to one year
~n th~ Cheshire County jail after steal-

I Kmart.
mg ntne cans of infant formula from a

h m
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?!!good didn't Tetutn \
. Hope Robinson, 30, also was
h night, her husband came ~lty\ng heroin when she was arrested.

th~n~~~~:~g

be~~~~~ty

t:il ~\;r inr
; the \
to felo~y shoplifting,
lvania Jin just south of Elmirea e~n- \ ment.
n and willful conceal.d
.
, p<>11ce
1 • Th trailer park own r potted her
f l
The shoplifting
bod · through a window of the mobile \ t~ ony bec~~e Robinson~ as. a
horn and called polic , th y aid.
. eft COnV1cttons, including one
.
Police <lid not provide any mo- mg seven cartons of cigarettes. or ~tw ~ ~ th uspected murder- uicid . tence of!,~ t~l:° got a suspended senutop I were being done Monday in
h
d
even Years for the heroin
Roch t r.
c arge an was ordered to complete drug
treatment.

f

I
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Associated Press

(AP) - HOUSTON - On a bridge
over Buffalo Bayou, well-heeled Houstonians celebrated the public-private partnership responsible for transforming the
concrete-lined swamp leading into downtown into a landscaped waterway.
Mayor Bill White thanked the
project's three lead entrepreneurs and
then tallied the city's recent accomplishments: about 150,000 new residents from
Hurricane Katrina, evacuation of several
million from Hurricane Rita, the hiring
of severaJ thousand people at a city-sponsored job fair and the Houston Astros win
of the National League pennant.
"Just a typical month in Houston," he said.
Maybe not typical, but a good
example of the pace that White set after
taking office last year, and one he hopes to
continue after his re-election on Nov. 8.
When the municipal bureaucracy can't or won't move fast enough, White
- like a host of other businessmen-tumedmayors around the country - turns tq the
private sector to push through his pet projects.
"I want a performance-oriented
government that produces results," White
said. 'That's contra.Iy to a government
based on sound bites and images."
White, 51, is a Harvard-educated
lawyer, former deputy U.S. energy secretacy and former chief executive of Wedge
Group, a holding company with energy
and real-estate interests.
Although a former Texas Democratic Party chairman, he never held elective office before becoming mayor, like
New York's Rt1dolph Giuliani and Michael
Bloomberg and Los Angeles' Richard Rior-

dan.
White, who has no strong opposition in this election, used the private sector in at least a dozen projects, including
the renovation of Buffalo Bayou, during
his first term.
He created a foundation of private citizens who in 90 days raised $1.1
million for training and equipment for
Houston police through gala events and
donations.
He enlisted businessmen to
build a downtown park, landscape freeway
medians and expand hike-and-bike traJ.1s
around the city.
He convinced the Rotacy Club to
install dialysis machines at city health
clinic, and got construction companies to
donate time and equipment to raze abandoned buildings frequented by crack co. e users.
·red multi-millionaire David
ear to be the city's first
rate campaign
2 0 ,000 the
Ann Travis, a

a

former aide to Republican U.S. Rep. Tom
DeLay.
"For a leader not to utilize the
private sector when the city has a wealth
of talented, concerned citizens with the
means and experience to help the city and
will donate their services - especially when
speed is an issue - wouldn't be prudent,"
said developer Dick Weekley, whom White
has enlisted for many of the beautification
projects.
While White gets high marks for
efficiency, city officials and advocates for
the poor have begun to question whether
speed is the only factor in running a government.
"It's efficient the way he gets
things done, but we have an obligation as
elected officia1s to oversee what's happening,,. said City Councilman Gordon Quan.
"We're kind of an afterthought sometimes."
The downtown park deal, Quan
said, required $10 million of city money
for the $58 million project. Quan said he
and other council members wanted to
know more about the park's design, who it
was intended to serve - children or tourists
_ where visitors would park and other issues before they approved it.
But, he said, the mayor pushed
the vote through and told Quan and other
questioning members he'd get them the
answers they needed. Quan said he's sbll
waiting.
"I guess I was spoiled by democracy" in the administration of Lee Brown,
who as mayor for the six years before
White was elected oversaw a traditional
bureaucracy and worked more closelywith
council, Quan said.
Robert Muhammad, regional
minister of the Nation of Islam, praised
White's Katrina relief efforts, but he said
the projects on which White enlists the
private sector appear to benefit the businessmen he enlists - like developers paying for beautification projects.
"He has not addressed the systemic problems that have plagued this
city for years," Muhammad said, noting
that 25,000 Houston residents live in
public housing. "Poor people are an afterthought."
White has promised to build
hundreds of affordable houses in the city's
poorest neighborhoods in his second term.
The city already has bought 140 lots and
has 1,400 more in foreclosure proceedings
as part of the project.
And while White talks about a
bloated bureaucracy that slows down his
projects, the size of the city government
has barely changed under his administration - down only 311 people in a workforce
of almost 22,000 since be took office in
January 2004.
And, no studies have been done
on whether the use of the private sector
has actually saved any city money.
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Career fair: A student picks up information dunng the criminal JU. rice career fair.

Gearing up for the future
Students get opportunity to learn more about their majors and career goal
Erika L. Green
Panther Staff

Local forecast
Thursday (Nov. 10)
Partly Cloudy

Sunday (Nov. 13)
Isolated T-Storms

High: 79
Low: 47

High: 81 : l
Low: 55

Friday (Nov. 11)
Sunny

Monday (Nov. 14)
Isolated T-Storms
High: 76
Low: 61

THE

old with limited traffic viola non ·
and no criminal record."
Rashad Sims, of tbe
Drug Enforcement A..dmlni trntion Forensks Dh'\Sion, !.tres,;e ,
"A..ccounting, bio\ogy, cbemis , ,
and finance majors are needed
for this division of the DEA."
Many other employers,
especially Danny Pirtle from the
Harris County Juvenile Probation Department, suggested
"Students develop writing skill
because documentation is the
foundation of the criminal justice field."
The career fair proved
to be a success with getting
employment information out to
students who otherwise would
have had to find it themselves.
criminal justice professors in-

vited their classes to participa te
also.
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High: 77
Low: 55
Saturday (Nov. 12)
Mostly Sunny

High: 79
Low: 63

A career fair was hc\d in
the MSC Ballroom on Wednesday, ov. 2 from 10 a.m. ti1l 2
p.m .. This career fair was geared
toward and sponsored by the
Department of Juvenile Justice
and Psychology.
The annual criminal
justice career fair is not new to
PV, and it provided students with
some new faces in the business
sector of the criminal justice
field.
The fair had a diverse
representation of prospective
employers. Sbcteen agencies were
present including the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, various
Texas police departments, Drug
Enforcement Administration
Forensic Division, South Texas

School of Law, Crossroads internship Program, and others.
This fair gave students the opportunity to meet with fodera1
agenci s a.c; we\l a.<; find intemsbip
opportunitie.. "l visited tbe rBl
and United States Department
of Diplomatic Services booth
because I always wanted to get
into tho e agencies," said junior criminal justice major Gibb
Dungey.
Although this fair focused on the criminal justice
field, it was not limited to just
criminal justice majors. Most of
the employers were just looking
for qualified students with degrees. "Yourdegreeshowsexperience, initiative, and preparation
for any career," explained Master
Officer Rhonda Seaton of the College Station Police Department.
She added, "You must be 21 years

.~,'

Tuesday (Nov. 15)
Scattered T-Storms
High: 80
Low: 54

Wednesday (Nov. 16)
Showers
High: 71
Low: 44

..
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cholars inducts new members Author hosts forum and book signing
JBCU).
i. the
·t-

AC)

relations, Virginia Aguilera.
Then, keynote speak~r T~ra
Metoyer, director of u~1ve!~1ty
relations, shared some 10sp11;!-ng
words with new inductees. Be
proud of the fact that it's scholarship what you do and what
you focus on," urged Metoyer.
"Don't be afraid to be different,"
he said.
Dr. James Palmer, asistant English professor, is the

sponsor of the organiza_tion.
"What I like about NSCS ts we

n three
eadert-and
rank
ile of
imum
· in,
iaies.
'th
d
to

are the only interdisciplinary
society on campus. Most are
focused on biology and architecture, but we encourage the
three principles throughout the
community instead of one area,"
explained Palmer.
Not only are professors optimistic about the future
of NSCS, but so are students.
"NSCS is an organization that
will help uplift African American students in their scholastic
achievements," said sophomore
biology major Shavon Johnon.

By Latisha Johnson-

Wallace
News Editor
The Urban Readers
Association and the Eta Beta
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc. hosted an informational forum and book signing entitled "Why Black People

through a publishing company.
Pierce shared with students her daily life as an artist,
her hustle to get the word out
about her book, her determination to finish something she truly
believes in. "The Sacred Sermon
is my little baby," she said. She
encouraged students to believe
in their works, just as she did.
"You should have the

Don't Read" on Tuesday, Nov. 8

tenacity to believe in your

in the New Science building.

d uction," Pierce said.

Nicolle Pierce, author
of The Sacred Sermon was
invited to speak to students
about the stigma of "why black
people don't read." Pierce, a
native of Dallas and alumna of
Tuskegee University, displayed
her impressive wit and caring
personality as she spoke to
students about how to get their
works published.
She informed students
on her journey to become a self
published author as opposed to
an author who publishes work

she spoke about the topic of
"why black people don't read,"
she said she was "torn by the
topic."
To know that the cycle
of not reading is going on in
the black community made her
"heart hurt," she said. Jamie
Jackson, a sophomore communication major, said "I think it
was very informative, inspiring,
intellectual and encouraging to
see a beautiful black woman putting into action what she wanted
todo."

pro--

When

acred Sermon author Nicolle Pierce

~Ue.ntive• St

phoU> b) latishn johnsnn---llilace

~gn1ng hosted~nts attend the infonnational forum and boo
eta chapter of r',!~ ~_rban aders Association and the Eta
,ga11a

orority Inc.
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Two teens arrested in Tennessee State killing
By Eddie R. Cole Jr.
Black College Wire
Two teenage suspects have
been charged with the fatal shooting of a restaurant delivery inan
in the first killing on the campus
of Tennessee State University in
eight years, the Nashville Tennessean has reported, quoting Metro
Nashville police saying the
teenagers told authorities
they were looking for an
easy robbery target on
Halloween night.
The
university
said it was tightening se-

campus," new Tennessee State
President Melvin Johnson, said
after the shooting.
Sherre Bishop, university director of public relations,
said campus police would host
crime prevention sessions in all
residence halls to give students
"smart tips." She also said students who do not feel comfortable
moving around campus could

for the Nightmare of Jefferson
Street," a dance competition,
"and it really was a nightmare on
Jefferson."
According
to archives of the student newspaper the Meter, the last murder
on campus occurred in October
1997. That year, Ryan Keith
"Reno" Anderson of Memphis
was killed on the sixth floor of
Boyd Hall in relation to an illegal
drug transaction. "This is
the time of season where
we always have robberies
pick up but very seldom do
we have one on a college
campus," Detective Phillips
said.

A female resident ofHancurity after police said Li
kal Hall, who asked not
Hong Peng, 37, a tempoto be identified, said she
rary delivery man for Best
heard what she believed
Wok Chinese Restaurant
to be firecrackers outside
in Swett's Plaza, was fathe residence hall. When
tally wounded and robbed
she looked outside, she
about 6:20 p.m. on Oct.
said, a body was lying on
31.
the ground. Peng was a
He was making
temporary delivery man
a delivery to female residents of Hankal Hall.
photo by K. Ounminpflbe Meter
who was just trying to sup"At some point, two male
·t
Sh
.
h
d'
porthisfamily,according
ampus Secur1 y: erre 8 1s op, 1rector to Eric Guo restaurant
blacks approached him
manager a~d friend of
with a weapon in a rob- of Tennessee State University public
Peng. He had worked
bery attempt," said Det. relations, outlined new security steps.
for the restaurant for less
Duane Phillips, of Nashville-Davidson Metro Police in contact campus police for an than a month and had moved to
a statement to the news media. escort. Other security measures the United States four months
"They ended up with a struggle include increased lighting of dark ago. Guo said Peng was survived
going on, he was shot, they took areas, counseling, and communi- by his wife and their 7-year-old
his money and his car." The cations to students, parents, fac- son.
Best Wok was one of the
Tennessean reported Nov. 8, ulty, staff and alumni explaining
few
local
restaurants to deliver
the
university's
plans.
"Investigators said they found
Johnson also said that lo- to the Tennessee State campus,
the fingerprints of Anthony J.
Patton, 15, inside the recovered cal delivery restaurants will have and several local businesses said
2003 Honda Civic belonging to to contact campus police before they had not decided whether
conducting business on campus. to continue delivering to the
the victim.
Patton was arrested at 11 "This is a very serious matter for university. Guo, who sometimes
p.m. Friday at his home. "Yes- us and we want to let everybody takes the food to the campus
terday afternoon police arrested know that students are our major himself, said be never had probRonnie Cortez Akins, 17, who concern," Johnson said. "Patton lems at Tennessee State but was
they said they suspect of being and Akins have given statements unsure whether his business
the shooter, at 3274 Hinkle Drive implicating themselves in the would continue to deliver there.
"Every time I go out to
while he was sleeping. "Akins had robbery-homicide, police said.
They told detectives that TSU, there are normally a lot
Peng's car keys and cell phone
in his pocket, officers said, and they were looking for an easy of officers," Guo said. "They are
they also found a 9mm semi-au- robbery target on the Tennessee pretty nice and good with that."
tomatic pistol, believed to be the State University campus," the Guo said he didn't believe that
gun used to kill Peng, under his Tennessean reported. "Security suspects were from TSU, but he
is not as tight as it should be," did say that Hankal Hall seems
bed."
Police said both teens are said Jasmine Rhodes, a resident more prone to robberies cansidcharged in juvenile court with of Hankal Hall and sophomore ering its isolated location and
criminal homicide, aggravated business administration major numerous trees.
However, he said, "I have
robbery, car theft and unlawful from Memphis. "I could have
never seen any officer back there
gun possession. "We are step- been caught up in that crossfire.
Luckily, I had already left in front of Hankal Hall"
ping up security measures on

c
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Top black pre-med college struggles to survive

By Russ Bynum
Associated Press Writer

students who enrolled there after
Katrina.
"l. don't wan.t to see Xavier
!,O\D.f, banvupt Ot

msa:p-pean.ny,

Warped wooden floors from the map, so I'm not mad or
and ruined desks have been sad,'' said Geissler, who taught
stripped out of Xavier Univer- there for seven years and was
sity's main campus building. tenured in 2005. "I have to get
Its 4,000 students are scattered on with my life. I'm very seriously
across America.
considering leaving Louisiana."
Half the faculty and staff
Dillard University, anothhave been laid off. America's er historically black New Orleans
only historically black and Ro- college with 2,155 students, also
man Catholic college, which had to lay off about half its faculty
expected to be celebrating its and staff. It estimates its losses at
180th anniversary this year, was $400 million. Since 2001, more
battered to the brink of financial than 350 Xavier graduates bave
collapse by Hurricane Katrina.
been enrolled in medical schools.
"If you bottled up al\ of Xavier also claims to have graduthe problems fve bad in 38 years, ated one o{ every foU1: of tb.e
it would only be half the bottle nation's black pbannacists.
compared to what Katrina did,"
Up to a third of the black
said Norman C. Francis, Xavier's students enro11ed annuaJly at
president of nearly four decades. Emory University Medical School
Founded in 1825 by the Sisters of in Atlanta come from Xavier, said
the Blessed Sacrament, the lib- Dr. Bill Eley, an Emo.ry associeral arts college has built a repu- ate dean. "While we all want
tation for black students seeking to increase the number of Afrimedical careers. It sends more can-American doctors, we are
black undergraduates to medical constantly searching for qualified
school than any other university applicants. And Xavier bas been
in the nation. It is also tops in a key part of meeting that need,"
Eley said.
graduating black pharmacists.
Both Xavier and Dillard
But after Katrina hit New
Orleans on Aug. 29, Xavier's plan to hold classes in January.
midtown campus was flooded Dillard's classes will temporarwith water up to 8 feet deep. ily be held at nearby Tulane
Administrators estimate losses University. Finding tempoJ!ITY
at more than $90 million in classrooms and student housing
storm damage and lost tuition by January, PreSident!'1arvalene
Hughessaw.!'69been likest~~~.
and scholarship revenue, a dev- ing
universt.ty all over agam.
8
astating sum for a school ~~ose Franci
said Xavier plans to
endowment is only $52 million. hold classes on its own camXavier was forced to lay 0 :1- : pus, though the water-damaged
0
place on unpaid Jesve 3¢
ground floors of many buildings
Jty and staff.
7 8 4 fa cu
. eluded termi.nat- may have to be sealed off. He
Tbat 1n
•
. 7B[acu]tYmembers,atlurdof expects roughly half the student
~er's professors. "Thos_e were body to come back for the winter
tough decisions nobody likes to semester.
Rene Turner, a 21-yearmake," Francis said. "You wait in
hope that maybe somebody will old Xavier senior in pre-medidt'op a big bag of money at your cine, hopes to be among them.
dooTstep and you can keep it all. She transferred for the fall to
Williams College. "I feel like
But that didn't happen."
that's
my home now," Turner, of
Chemistry professor
Kansas
City, Mo., said of Xavier.
Heike Geissler learned of her
"I
have
a
deep connection there
tennination last month at Williams College in Williamstown, and have spent so much time
there. I definitely want to graduMassachusetts, where she ~as
ate
from Xavier."
been watching over eight XaVIer
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ttoo artists use skills to spread faith
Krabach looked up Le~ after
.CI a a s s en
ning
he
was
involved
m the said Paradox
1ear
n designing Christian
. .
.
Tattoo Assoc1at1on.
and ReveIabon
which claims several hundred should be enormerWeb
members.
couraged and
et entrepreThe two struck up a friend- commended
high-payingjob
ship and began looking for for reaching
> Church. where
Toledo property. They found a out to a differastor.
about tarting spot nestled near a crack house ent_segment of
and a liquor store.
society.
to r •ach our peers, a
"Brian's ministry is, I think,
· ' These
1 t ,~a \ikc the others
reaching the Gothics and other w o n d e r f u l
dift 'r •nt t\avor," he
people who are margin~Jized b! folks are not
u,-usua1standardsofhfestyle,
going to be
I1.r h ch .1id the su b'
1ect 0
said
the
Rev.
Dave
Claassen,
pasreached by a
o ,o I come. up every day at
tor
of
Mayfair-Plymouth
Contraditional
R •J it 1011. The hca"ilytat~ooed
ncl picrrcd minister said. he gregational Christian Church, a style of church
njm· cl talking to tattoo artists financial and spiritual supporter very easily, so
Brian is able to
hoi;t ,Jc us. but as he began to of Paradox.
But that ministry means remove some
nm out ofuninked skin, he knew
he'd nc d another approach to drawing some lines, Lee said, of the barriers
reach a nontraditional part of such as not tattooing demonic between those
symbols onto patrons.
people and a
th • population.
''I tell them l can't do that," relationship
' • o l decided to get on
th oth r ide of the chair," he Lee said. • 'I have to answer (to with the Lord," Permanent display: Person displays tattoo
id.
God) for it someday."
he said.
of Jesus carrying cross on arm.
· · · art of fire-

Liberal church could lose
tax-exempt status
Associated Press
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LOS ANGELES (AP) _ U.S.
tax authorities have warned a
prominent liberal church that it
could lose its tax-exempt status
because of an anti-war sermon a
preacher gave on the eve of the
2004 presidential election, according to church officials.
The Rev. George F. Regas
did not urge parishioners at
All Saints Episcopal Church to
support either President George
W. Bush or his opponent at the
ballot, John Kerry, but he was
critical of the Iraq war and Bush's
tax cuts.
The U.S. Internal Revenue
Service warned the church in
June that its tax-exempt status
was in jeopardy because such or-

ganizations are prohibited from
intervening in political campaigns and elections.
The church's rector, J. Edwin
. Bacon, told his congregation
about the problem Sunday.
• 'It's important for everyone
to understand that the IRS concerns are not supported by the
facts," Bacon said.
Bacon later said he chose Sunday to inform the congregation
because Nobel Peace Prize winner Archbishop Desmond Tutu
was in attendance and because
he believes a decision from the
IRS is imminent. He called the
IRS threat ' •a direct assault on
freedom of speech and freedom
of religion."
An IRS spokesman in Washington declined to comment
Monday. saying he could not
discuss particular cases.

HOI\.-1:ES FOR SALE
100% FINANCING
No closing Costs
Less Than Perfect Credit
FREE CREDIT REPORTS
Call Now
Peak Realty
(979) 921.-9530
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Women had key roles in civil rights movement
Associated Pres.s

Ella Baker. Septima
Poinsette Clark. Fannie Lou
Hamer.
They and others
risked their lives and worked
tirelessly, demanding a social
revolution-but history has
often overlooked them. They
were the women of the civil
rights movement.
Though historians

Rock Nine, black teenagers whose Leadership Conference.
lives were threatened when they SeptimaPoinsetteClark.often •
integrated the Arkansas city's called the "queen mother" of
high schools in 1957, were young civil rights, was an educator
and National Association for
women.
In 1955, Parks refused to the Advancement of Colored
give up her bus seat to a white man People activist decades
in Montgomery, Ala., sparking a before the nation's attention
mass boycott by thousands, turned to racial equality.
Fannie Lou Hamer,
mainly black-women domestic
workers who had long filled tbe a Mississippi sharecropper,
buses' back seats.
was beaten and jailed in 1962
Immediately, black for trying to registe-r to vote.
women activists who had fo-r

But most women

now acknowledge that years urged city officials to in the movement were not
women, particularly black integrate the buses ralJied to her well known then or now,
women, were pivotal in the cause, said Lynne Olson, author said Katherine J. Kennedy,
critical battles for racial of Freedom's Daughters: The directorofBoston University's
equality, Rosa Parks' death Unsung Heroines of the Civil Howard Thurman Center,
highlights the fact that she Rights Mouementfrom 1830 to whicli organizes humanwas one of the very few female 1970.
rights programs on campus.
civil rights figures who are
Most
were
"After the bus boycott
widely known'. Most women got going and [Martin Luther] "volunteers-women in the
in the movement played King got involved, they wouldn't churches who cooked the
background roles, either even let Rosa Parks speak at the meals and made sure all the
by choice or due to bias, first mass meeting," she said. preparations were made, the
· since being a woman of color "She asked to speak, and one of ones who cleaned up after
meant facing both racism and the ministers said he thought she the rallies and got ready
for the next one." Kennedy
sexism.
had done enough."
"In some ways it
Olson added that Parks said. "Most women who
reflects the realities of the is often depicted as a deferential are sincerely interested in
195os: There were relatively woman who defied segregation making a difference are not
few women in public laws at the urging of movement looking for the publicity for
leadership roles," said Julian leaders, but in fact she had for it ... Making a true difference
Bond, a civil rights historian years quietly pushed for racial doesn't always come with
at the University of Virginia justice-and she had carefully fanfare."
Even today. Bond
and chair of the NAACP. planned the actions that led to
said most NAACP members
"So that small subset that her arrest.
becomes prominent in civil
"She was not just a and most local branch
rights would tend to be men. symbol," Olson said. "She was an presidents are women.
But that doesn't excuse the agent."
"There's a Chinese
way some women have just
In 1963, tens
of saying, 'Women hold up
been written out of history."
thousands of women who joined half the world,'" Bond
For many, the wives the March on Washington said. "In the case of the
of the movement's prominent witnessed a tribute to prominent civil rights movement it's
male leaders, including women, songs by several women, probably three-quarters of
Coretta Scott King, Betty and brief remarks by the the world."
Shabazz and Myrlie Evers entertainer
Williams, were among the Josephine
most visible women in the Baker, but
struggle.
no woman
But scan historical made a
images of the most dramatic speech.
moments of the civil rights
movement-protesters blasted Countless
by fire hoses and dog.s lunging women
at blacks-and women and in
the
girls are everywhere.
movement
Thereisa1964image could have
of Mississippi beautician spoken:
Vera Piggy styling hair and
educating her customers on Ella Baker
voter registration. And there's was
a
a 1963 photo of students at charismatic
Florida A&M University, a 1 a b o r
historically black college, in .,J organizer
n
d
which hundreds of people, a
mostly women, answer longtime
shall overcome: Fannie Lou Hamer, a
court charges for protesting leader in the
segregated movie theaters. Southern female in the civil rights movement.
Six of the so-calied Little Christian

we

Students now,
alumni forever
gift of $2.5 (that's $2..78 a mouth
for 9 months), we would raise
Faculty Contributor
$100,000 that could be used in
various student related areas.
FYI, the university is
Years have passed,
yet the diploma hangs perfectly currently involved in its first
centered behind my chair and the ever Capital Campaign, "Extend
graduation ring sits proudly atop The View: Shape Tomon-ow
myflnger...constant reminders of Today,., The goal is $30 million.
the formative years I spent as an $2 million of that is designated
undergraduate. For the record, I for student support services
did not attend Prairie View A&M which would provide advisors,
University but I did attend an counselors and tutors to support,
HBCU that provided me with a encourage, and motivate students
hefty dose of the black experience to succeed. Also, programs like
and more importantly, a better Panther Advisor Leaders (PALS)
understanding of the giving- could be greatly enhanced.
As a development oflicer
back concept. Ordinarily, one
for
the
university,
Jam consta1.7dY
would consider these lessons
mentioning
the
outstandmg
to be indicative of an HBCU
n
and
women
me
. that
.
education, but my epiphany young
. . v.,·ew A8tM Umvers1ty
rair1e
.
occurred during a freshman- P oduces- Going forward m
my
week ession called "Students Pkorts to garner -philantbmpic
ow Alumni Forever."
::,pport, I would love being able
'
Alumni as defined by to share the fact that our students
t fonner
Web ter are gra d ua es, l''
Id u iJs. Myco ,ege believe so much in the mission
studcntsoro P_ P matriculate that they contributed $100,000
.d u Any·onc r,in
sa1 ,
arn a degree, (Wow!!!). Typkally, the giving
through co//CifC,
and become a graduate, but community is always inclined to
our alumni do that and much offer a greater level of support to
institutions that demonstrate a
mo re. They are individual
that comp\ete\y embrace the support of themselves.
Bv the way, when I
uniqueness and importance of
graduated
·1 tarted supporting
an HBCU education by beginning
mv
HBCU
because I am an
their support now and continuing
uaiumni
forever.~
lf you would
their support forever. \.\fhich kind
like to learn more about getting
do you want to be?"
It doesn't take a lot involved, go to the website
WW\\,p:nuu11,edu and click on
to make a diffcrence: If half of
Giving@PVAMU or contact me
the PVAMU student body (or
via e-mail, nebowman@pvamu.
approxima tely 4000 stude?ts)
edu
were to contribute a one-time
By Nelson Bowman m
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project for school, these
morals were instilled in us
at an early age for a reason.
The reason was for us to
develop those skills over
time and put forth joint
efforts at this stage of our
lives, which is the most
remembered. We have
to learn to work together.
By Rashad Morgan
Sports F.dltor
Bitter discrepancies and
minor rivalries are what
This school year feed competition, but when
has forced me to realize it begins to interfere with
that unity is vital for us people's lives, a thin line
to progress as a whole has been crossed.
It is important that
on campus. When you
function as one, nothing or we recognize the value in
no one can stop you. That one another, everyone has
presence is intimidating talents, your weaknesses
and at the same time might be your neighbor's
welcoming, makingjealous strengths and vice versa.
ones envy and making the If we all come together it
ones who love you want will form an unstoppable
force, for example The
you more.
Growing up you Million Man March or
were always taught to the civil rights protest of
work together, whether the 6os. Unity plus a
it was playing on a sports common goal equals one
team or doing a group thing, CHANGE.

\ ONE IIOU1l AFl1!ll CoLEffl! \
ADIVES AT IOMEO'S ...

Are you looking forward to
probate?
I don't really care... who is going to

be in it anyway?
-Erica Lewis
Junior
Business Management

,ut

I
tht ott tlte slt1~4,
~us I ,o♦ lier w,ttJv to
#tJJ door or, ~ e,""r,

•ltotte- Wit,♦ otlter

,rool you rttedf
SoMetltJv 11,a'♦ rt,#t♦•

No, because the organization I
wanted to see will not be participating
this semester.
-Nathan Robinson
Junior
Sociology
Yes, I am. I am looking forward to see who
is crossing this fall. It is interesting because
everybody sees who is interested in what
frat/sorority throughout the fall, it will be
nice to see who makes it and who does not.
-Krysta Gray
Junior
Communication

Yes, because it is a good expo of all
the Greek frats and sororities for me
to see as a freshman.
-Jeremy Walker
Freshman
Theatre
Aaron Tatum
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Pine Bluff hoinecoming upset by Pr~irie Vi"ew win
The Panthers earn second conference win on the road against a worthy opponent

vs.
The Panthers jumped goal, this time from 39 yards
onto the scoreboard when out.
freshman kicker Mario Sanchez
With the possession of
booted a 37-yard field goal at the ball and two minutes left
The Prairie View the 8:46 mark.
in the half, senior quarterback
A&M Panther football
With 37 seconds left Michael Hill found junior
program put another notch in the first quarter, senior receiver Marvin Howard on
into their win column with running back Kerry Wilson a 17-yard pass to keep the
a convincing 34-7 road carried the ball nine yards for Panthers on top 20-7 going
victory over SWAC -west another Panther touchdown, into halftime.
conference rival Arkansas giving them a 10-0.
In the third quarter,
Pine-Bluff.
The Lions scored a with 3:17 remaining, Hill
The Panthers beat touchdown on a 71-yard pass connected with Howard once
the Golden Lions for the to bring the game to 10-7. With more on 35 yard touchdown
first time since a 35-16 7:38 remaining in the half, pass to increase the lead to 27victory in 2001.
Sanchez added another field 7.

By Palmer Perez
Panther News Service

Sallier named SWAC player of the week
Arkansas-Pine Bluff.
Panther News Service
Sallier finished
the game with 12 tackles,
seven solo, one sack and a
For
quarterback
his effort on
h u r r y
the field last
against the
week~nd,
Pine Bluff
Prairie
Golden
View A&M
Lions.
University
"Van did an
linebacker
outstanding
Van Sallier
job for us
was named
this past
the $WAC
weekend,"
Defensive
said head
Player of the
coachHenry
Week.
Frazier III.
"He played
A
a big part
6-o, junior
fr O m p O r t
Pholo cooncsy or sporu infOffllllion
of helping
to
A r t h u r , MVP: Saltier recorded 12 u s
T e x a s , tackles and in· the win over disrupt the
opposing
S a 11 i e r Pine Bluff.
helped
lead the Panthers to a 34-7 quarterback. He was all over
victory over the University of the place."

With the game out of
reach, the Panthers tacked on
their final score in the fourth
quarter when Wilson ran ten
yards for his second touchdown
of the game.
Wilson finished the
game with a team-leading
118 rush yards and two
touchdowns.
Hill threw for 161
yards, connecting on 12 of 20
attempts.
Hill's leading receiver
was Howard, who caught three
balls for 57 yards to go with his

two scores.
As a team, Prairie
View (3-5, 1-5) amassed
426 yards of total offense
(265 rush, 161 pass).
Defensively, the
Panthers held the Golden
Lion offense to only 251
yards of total offense.
The Panthers
return to action OD
November 12 to take OD
the Tigers of Jackson State
here on the campus at
Blackshear Field. Kickoff
is set for 1:00 p.m.

Soccer loses in first round of SWAC tournament
By Dustin Daniel
Panther News Service

Mississippi Valley
State University scored a late
goal in the closing minutes to
eliminate Prairie View A&M
University in the first round
of the 2005 Southwestern
Athletic Conference soccer
championship at Robinson
Stadium on Thursday, Nov.
3.
The Lady Panthers
got off to an inauspicious
beginning, as Brooke Falke
scored the first point for
Mississippi Valley on a
breakaway three-on-two
goal. The Devilettes kept
PV AMU senior goalie Amy
Miller occupied, sending an
assortment of shots in her
direction.
Miller's defensive
prowess proved to be

beneficial. After an offside struck on a goal by Sonia
penalty against Mississippi Curvelo, going up :l-1 wifbjuat
Valley, Lady Panther senior under 31 minutes left.
la need of firepower,
forward Catherine Burnley
Panther
head coach
L a dy
b .
d.
scored with an assist from Felicia
o
1n
11 vls su stltute
freshman midfielder Mayro Burnley, and it worked in favor
Castillo.
tor PVAMU. Burnley quickly
The rest of the half
validated Davis' decision,
saw both Miller and Devilef!e tying the game on a goal that
. Del GuerctO
goalie Mar~a
t neither was assisted by sophomore
tested defeas,ve/y, ye
would succumb en route to a midfielder Kallena Marshall.
For the next 20
1 _1 halftime score.
In the first half, minutes, the game went backMississippi Valley attempted and-forth as both squads
14 shots, while the Lady sought to take an advantage.
Panthers managed eight. Then, with just under six
minutes remaining in the
Miller recorded eight saves.
In the second half, game, MVSU's Sheena Cussen
MVSU got off to a penalty scored an unassisted goal on
ravaged start, amassing two what would prove to be the
consecutive offside penalties game winning point, giving the
in the opening two minutes. Devilettes a 3-2 opening round
Miller continued to accumulate victory.
For the game, the Lady
saves as the Devilettes kept the
Panthers
were outshot 29-13.
press~re on. MVSU attempted
Lady
Panther
senior goalie
th
nd
three corner Icicles, a
ree
consecutive shots before th ey Miller performed admirably,

d

IT.O. apologizes but Eagles
won't take him back
Terrell Owens wants to return
Eagl , but the team won't have
A contrite
Owen , hoping to
overturn his dismissal
from the Philadelphia
Eagles, on Tuesday
apologized to coach
ndy Reid, quarterback
Donovan McNabb,
th t am's owner and
pre>. id nt, and fans.

•fal~ •

ding
mine

unt
der
with
the
odo

E PN's Sal
Paolantonfo spoke to

team anymore," Owens said.
Rosenhaus said Owens wants to
return to the Eagles "ASAP."
Owens on Monday was told
by the team not to return this season.
The decision resulted
from "a large number of situations
that accumulated over a long period of
time, during which Terrell
had been warned repeatedly
about the consequences of
his actions," Reid said.
The All-Pro wide
receiver didn't play in
Sunday night's 17-10 loss
at Washington, and will
remain suspended for three
more games without pay.

After that, the Eagles plan to
deactivate him for the rest of
a top Eagles official,
1 the season.
who told Paolantonio
l'holocourtesyofAssocinted~
He was suspended
that Owens will not be
Saturday, two days after he
rejoining the team. The Too late: After Owens
said the Eagles showed "a
official added that even if apologized his agent
lack.of class" fornot publicly
Owens' suspension is not
said
he
hopes
his
clirecognizing his 100th career
upheld by an arbitrator,
touchdown catch in a game
Owens will still not play for ent could return to the
on Oct. 23.
the Eagles this season.
team.
In the same interview
His agent, Drew
Ro enhaus, said Owens was making a with ESPN.com on Thursday, Owens said
pubH apology in nopes of returning to the Eagles would be better off with Green
Bay's Brett Favre at quarterback instead
th Eagl 1mmediately.
"We hope be plays again for the ofMcNabb.
Owens apologized specifically
Philadelphia Eagles," Rosenhaus said.
"I fight for what I think is to Reid, McNabb, Eagles president Joe
right. In doing o, I alienated a lot ofmy Banner, owner Jeffrey Lurie and to
fans.
fan and my teammates " Owens said
. To McNabb, Owens said, "I
reading a statement outside his house i~
:"1oor town, N.J., outside Philadelphia. apologize for any comments that may
It r aUy hurts me not to be a part of this have been negative."

11/12 vs. Louisiana Tech
11 / 19-20 @ Eastern Shore Hawk
Classic

l3ctskct ba II
Men's
I 1/ 18 vs. Paul Quinn

Women's
I l /9 vs. Houston

7 p.m.
6 p.m.

Cavaliers

11/16 vs. Houston Elite 6 p.m.

SWAC
Football Standings
East
Alabama State
AlabamaA&M
Alcorn State
Miss. Valley State
Jackson State*

6-2, 6-3
5-2, 7-2
4-2, 5-3
4-4, 5-4
2-4, 2-6

West
Grambling State
Southern
Pine Bluff

Prairie View
Texas Southern

7-0, 7-1
3-4, 3-4
2-7, 2-7
1-5, 3-5
1-7, 1-7

*Prairie View's next opponent

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

09, 2005
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Taveras second in National League rookie voting
Associated Press

Howard was named first on 19 of
the 32 first-place votes.
"It's just a great honor,"
Howard said. "I was happy to
make the most of my opportunity.
Unfmtunately, wedidn'tgettothe

postseason."
Taveras, who was voted
as the outstanding NL rookie by
the players, earned seven fir tplace votes, 11 for second and 10
for third.
Two association members from
each city with an NL
team vote for the NL
rookie award; Taveras' name appeared
on 28 of the 32 ballots.
No player appeared on more ballots than Taveras,

With the same grace
he displayed running out infield
singles, Astros center
fielder Willy Taveras accepted his st.-cond-place
finish in the National
League Rookie of the
Year balloting.
Without any
sign of bitterness, Taveras commended Philadelphia Phillies first
baseman Ryan Howard
for winning the award
Monday.
wFor me, he's a
tremendous player," said
Taveras, who led NL and
major-league rookies in
numerous categories.
"Just look at what he
did in the short time he
played. He can be a great
player for a long time if
he stays healthy."
In balloting by Runner Up: Taveras was voted outstanding
the Baseball Writers As- National League rookie of the year.
sociation of America,

who had 78 '{>Oints in
a system that awards
five points for a first-

place vote, three for
second and one for
third.
Howard, who
was named on 27
ballots, easily outdistanced the field
with 109 points after
hitting .288 with 22
home runs and 63
RBls in 88 games.

Eligibility violations get
FAMU in hot water
ly works for the university in
Black College Wire
an athletic capacity.
Five assistants
abruptly resigned in FebruFlorida A&M Uniary.
versity is up against a more
Other schools exdaunting opponent than any
pecting punishment by the
of the schools the Rattlers
NCAA have taken a similar
are playing this season,
approach before the orgathe NCAA infractions comnization, and at an Oct. 6
mittee, and is awaiting the
meeting of FAMU's Board
results.
of Trustees., Buckner, the
A group including
independent auditor, exInterim President Castell V.
pressed confidence that the
Bryant, Athletics Director E.
infractions committee would
Newton Jackson, a repreaccept the university's prosentative of the Mid-Eastern
active approach to dealing
Athletic Conference and
with the violations.
Michael Buckner, the inde"They could impose
pendent auditor who helped
a four-year, five-year or
the university self-report
an indefinite probation,"
hundreds of violations to
Buckner said. "We're confithe NCAA, spoke with the
dent the committee wiJJ see
committee all day on Oct. 15
an additional probationary
in Colorado Springs, Colo.
period is not warranted."
The NCAA considThe university said
ered whether the Rattlers'
Oct.
17 it would not comself-imposed reduction of
ment further until the NCAA
28 scholarships and a onereleased
its final decision,
year ban from post-season
which
is
expected in the
consideration in men's basnext
five
to seven weeks.
ketball for the 2005-06 year
The
NCAA
alleges violawere sufficient penalties for
tions of nearly 230 eligibilmore than 200 infractions restored-"
No one from the 2004 ity requirements, primarily
of the rules.
football
coaching
staff current- involving the football team.
The meeting ended
with no final decisions. At the
same meeting, former Rattler
football coach Billy Joe and
two of his assistants were officially cleared of wrongdoing.
They were fired in June amid
allegations of major rules infractions.
Joe said he was hoping
the school would now voluntarily pay him the $270,000
remaining on his contract so
that he did not have to file a
lawsuit, according to news
reports.
"I would like for a
FAMU member, especially a
board member, to give me a
call," Joe said, according to the
Orlando Sentinel. "An apology
would be nice but not necessary. Call and say, 'Coach,
I'm sorry, we thought we were
doing right thing; it's obvious
that we didn't. Please accept
my apology and please accept
the balance of your contract."
"This was a total victory," Joe's lawyer, Donald
Jackson told the TaJlahas'
see Democrat.
Joe •s • ere d ibility and legacy have been
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Prairie View versus Jackson State
football game to be nationally televised
By Andrew Roberts
Panther News Service

The game time for
Prairie View A&M University's
football contest against Jackson State University on Saturday, ov. 12,
has been moved
up to 1 p.m. to
accommodate a
national television broadcast
on ESP U. The 1
game, originally ==
scbedu\ed for 2

by an adult will be admitted
free of charge as well.
"We are very excited
to announce our football contest against Jackson State as
Community Day," aid Prairie
View athletic director Charles
McClelland. "We bave received
tremendous
support from
the surrounding communities over the
years. This is
a great op-
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been de ignated
as MCommunity Day. ~

Anyone who is a resident of the cities of Prairie
View, Waller, Hempstead,
Brenham, Navasota, Brookshire, Bellville and Sealy will
be admitted to the game free
upon valid proof of residency.
Children accompanied

to how our
appreciation to communities
that have done so much for
us."
Ticket sales are 15
for adults and $10 for children
ages five to 17. Tickets will be
sold the day of the game at the
William Nicks Building ticket
booth.

P.V. Student Housin"
Now Leasing
3 Bedroom Homes
24687 Richards Rd.
PEAK REALTY
979-921-9530

$600 Groyp Fugdrakq Boll!5
4bows of )our groap's time PU.:S rme funming programs EQ\;ALS I.lmS3.tm oo ming for
yourgioop CII TODAYfor upto ~inlni when)oosdlcdtlt)ourf .1tr 'lhC
fundrai1Cr.C ~CllllpUSfundrtiscr,( 1923-3238.or\: ·1rn~lmufllll!1!l!1Sfl~

Brooks Landing Jp11rtments
24444 Richards Road
936-857-9533
www. brooks landingapts. com
One mile from Campus,
1 Bed $635.00
2X2 Bed $495.00
All Bills Paid/Available Now!!

LIFESTYLES
& HEALTH
UIITED B\ .\Lm.\ JO\li .U8\l\i@Pl.\llUOl

•rm a mall ~o~wf:t
with bi tim dreams, is Jains
Robin on a as ~~:I~ ood'
hO\~ th name
yw ns
origin ted: "Hollywoodd meak
r. • I · God an spea to have ,ait ~ 10 •
,, She
ing dr ams mto exi stence.d
thoroughly believes ~t e u::
tion i · the key to a~ ieve a _
thing in Jife; even simply ht~v
.
· tellectual conversa 10n
m~ an m
.
With another hum~n bemg. ks
Robmson Sl)ea
'- ,:.lm she breathes pasbo ut II r II
e utiu11 i 11 t<> c.••'t"IJ'.' wo~ ~ha~ shl'ti is
t rs Robin.son s m1sswn m 1 e

rave been placed on this small
town. She hopes to open_ the
minds of everyone who views
her movie, but first she wants to
.,;ve back to PV for all that she
.,.
has received.
Robinson is the wa1king milestone of how black
ple who think outside the
peobox can and will be accepted in
.
society. She opens her mmd to
things that aren't normally ilda -r. t belustrated in every Y 11,e o h
come a better educator throug

her filmmaking: 'To think out.
.
'd
lalh"educate
"her people" through side the h?x 1s to thmk outs1 . e
na of
film by showing them the other of your ~eig~borh~. How will
orld
side
of the story that may not a persons mmd gam better un, On
always
be captured. "To be able derstanding if they con.tinue to
, pg.14.
tudying to tell my people of issues that surround themselves with what
' film are not always talked about is they already know?"
Robinson closes this
bu
all to show them how much I love
interview by stating, "Support
ed- them."
Through her movie, and love are action words. If
and
Robin
on
hopes that she will PV loves me then come see my
film
·nn r educate the uneducated mind movie. You will gain a new viabout what happened in Jas- sion."
,.,
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he medical corner: Trichomoniasis

Another sexually transmitted disease

-

an infected partner. Women
ran acquir the disease from inf, ted men or women, but men
usually contract it only from inf, ted women.
Most men with trichomoniasis do not have signs or
ymptoms; however, some men
may temporarily have an irrita~
tion inside the penis, mild disch_arg~, or slight burning after
unnation or ejaculation. Some
women have signs or symptoms of infection which include
a frothy
11
disch
, ye_ ow-green vaginal
. arg-e with a strong odo
comfort du .
.
r.
.._...,
..:~at·IOD "~
nng ell
mtercourse
. : - w as irritamg of the female
also be asso\1111!~~~ In rare

than five pounds at birth).
The Centers for Dis~
ease Control and Prevention
state that the surest way to
avoid transmission of sexually
transmitted diseases is to abstain from sexual contact, or
to be in a long-term mutually
monogamous relationship with
a partner who has been tested
and is known to be uninfected.
Latex male condoms, when
used consistently and correctly,
can reduce the risk of transmission of trichomoniasis.
A person diagnosed
with trichomoniasis ( or any
other sexually transmitted disease) should receive treatment
from their health care provider
and notify all recent sex partners so that they can see a health
care provider and be treated.
or more information
ters for Disease
v/ td), the
\S

nt

chom
who
I ) or delivered
h weight (le s

the

ea\th
info
\hia 8.Ttic\e \Va.a

th Cent.en fol' .
and Prevention.

why IS he single?•
By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
Panther Staff
----------We've all seen it before....he's tall, intelligent, attractive, well dressed, and seems
to have the world at his finger
tips. He's a part of the local big
ha
t
brother prognun, s an ou rageous sense of humor, and is a
regular church member. This guy
is an absolute dream, the perfeet gentleman on campus, and
surprisingly he's single. That's
right single and very available!
There's just one thing, if he is
so good and so great, why is he
single?
Before you start to
speculate that a man this great
probably has a questionable sexuality issue, think again. There
are many guys on this campus
who have the same reasons for
being single as women do. Not
to mention the fact that men are
as equally pressured by society
to find a female counterpart as
much as women are. According to Askmen.com "no matter
where you look, from movies
to magazine ads, men are always being told that they need
a woman to be happy. While the
company of a lady does have its
bonuses, there are benefits to
flying solo as well."
Many young college
men on PV's campus believe
that if a relationship should hap-

pen to evolve seriously between
him and the woman he may be
dating then they would gladly
accept it. Such is the case for juvenile forensic psychology graduate student Hershel Owens
who says, "I think every woman
is a gift from God, unfortunately
I just haven't found the one with
my name attached to it. I'm not
really single by choice it's just
that that special someone hasn't
been given to me yet."
However, there is a
guy out there who simply enjoys "playing the field." A junior
male communications major,
who wishes to keep his identity
concealed says, "For me, bachelorhood is a safe zone because
I don't have anyone in particular
to answer to. All I have to worry
about is juggling the girls on my
team so they all think they are
the only one."
It's clear to see that
most men who appear to be
the "creme de la creme" are in
fact single for the same reason
women are. They simply enjoy
their freedom from "mate obligations" and sing from the trees
of male independence as well as
women do. For the guys who like
random play with random woman, a lot of women like the same.
So if she's chic, smart, and got
it all together, there is a brother
out there just like you. He's just
not looking for you at this time.

1)11) Yf)IJl{Nf)l\ ?
1

On Nove111ber 9th...
17 31- BLACK INVENTOR AND SCIENTIST,
BENJAMIN BANNEKER WAS BORN IN ELLICOT'S MILLS, MARYLAND?
A
W

1 868-ARKANSAS GOVERNOR POWELL
CLAYTON DECLARED MARTIAL LAW IN 10
COUNTRIES AND MOBILIZED THE STATE
MILITIA IN THE KLU KLUX KLAN CRISIS, AND
THAT HOWARD MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENED
ITS DOORS WITH EIGHT STUDENTS?

22- ACTRESS,

DOROTHY DANDRIDGE WAS
BORN IN CLEVELAND, OHIO?
www.blaclcfucts.com

PV Gree k L 1• fe
,,
"It's 1911

The lhlonfw&

• • •

What's hot

when it's cool

'0ere are nine ac~ve Gre~ organizatio~ on car:zpus: Alpha Phi Alpha,Alpha Kappa Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Omega Psi Phi Delta
Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma, Ze~a !'h• Beta, ~igma Gamma Rho, and Iota Phi Theta. The Panther would like to inform ,.;ad
how students can go to cl~, socialize, be achve members of an organization, and hold a job. Therefore, each week the Pant~
will showcase a member of each of the nine active Greek organizations on campus.

By Marieka Duncan
Club Flava Correspondent

---------

Winter is here
an~ cop.trary to popular
belief 1t can be a (lUite
stylish season so pull out
your hats and boots and

By LaGloria Wheatfall
Panther Correspondant

"I'm

a Kappa"

A crystallization
of a dream came true on
the night of January 5,
1911 as the Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Incorporated emerged. Developed
on the campus of Indiana
University at Bloomington a vision proclaimed
with the help of ten men,
was built off the principles
of achievement through
a truly democratic fraternity. Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity Inc. upholds
the legacy of brotherhood
with a non-discriminating attitude on the basis
of color, creed, or national origin.
Reggie Lee Bachus
a.k.a "Da Truth #17'" is a
member and Polemarch
of the Zeta Beta Chapter
of Kappa Alpha Psi Fratemity Inc. at Prairie View
a&M. He is a 22 year-old
graduating senior, electrical engineering major from Kansas City, KS
whobecame a part of this
organization fall of 2002.
Bachus is a member that
is stron~ on the belief that
everythmg you do should

1

"I'm an Omega"

\et's get this season started..

represent you to the fullest )
From the initials courts. Through these
by saying, "I believe what of the Greek phrase mean- numerous
or$_anizaever organization, what ever I ing "friendship is essen- tions, Morris bmlds on
you're a part of should be an tial to the soul," the name being a humane person
extension of you .. .looking at Omega Psi Phi surfaced. in saying he's, "Trying
the Kappa Alpha Psi frater- On November 17, 1911 at to be a good and faithnity and all of its respective I Howard University, three ful servant."
members, including my fa- undergraduate students
Since his initiather... l found Kappa Alpha developed a fraternity tion, Morris has noticed
Psi to be the best fraternity I based on the principles that being a part of this
around".
of manhood, scholarship, fraternity has expanded
Being known as a I and uplift. Omega Psi Phi his sources, " .. .I have
"Zoo Boy" has become an Fraternity Incorporated more resources that
achievement that Reggie I
Bachus can say he is hon- r--~------------------~
ored to be. "Kappa Alpha Psi
has provided me Wlth the \
opportunity to develop my
leadership skilJs, and has I
given me an opportunity to
be a leader on a chapter and
provincial level; also Kappa I
Alpha Psi has engrained
within me achievement I
which is our fundamental
purpose".
I
Bachus has noticed
the extra attention that is
proclaimed along with becoming a part of a Greek organization. He respects this I
and states, "Because of this
influence and recognition
.
.
.
. .
first as a Christian, second I Dead ~nd: Samt Aaron Mom , president of Omega Psi Phi
as a Kappa, this has caused on PV s campu .
me to be con- I
.,
scious of how
I carry myself has grown throughout the will be helpful to me
on campus.
years and is continuing a and to my ministry as a
ervant ha grown ... on
Reg- rich heritage that is/rogie
Bachus I tecte~, celebrated an en- campus, it has given me
more opportunities. to
m a i n ta i n s hancmg.
his dignified
Being a member influence campus hfe,
demeanor as l of the Rho Theta Chapter and gives me greater
he strives to of Omega Psi Phi Frater- leadership responsibiligraduate May nity Inc. on the campus of ties."
As well as other
of 2006 and Prairie View A&M, Saint
organizations,
become a fu- Aaron Morris, a 20 year- Greek
ture political old, junior biology major Omega Psi Phi Fraterniactivist.
As from Atlanta, Ga., exudes ty's community involvedoes he keeps I ~11 the qualities of what ment is something that
in mind the 1t means to be a "bruh." he strongly upholds.
biblical verse I His nickname "Dead End "We've always had our
that he lives #15-Tail Dawg" was well annual Adopt a Fami1 '
by, "Trust in \ earned in the spring of for Thanksgivings
Freshman Mov .n, .an
the Lord with 2005.
all thy heart
Not only is Saint Other sho initiatives
·ty secand lean not Morris the President of for ne,' coJJJJJJPnJ
unto thy own Omega Psi Phi, he is ac- V . e . .. rrring to beunderstand- \ tive in other organiza- come • ember: of !!DY
111
ing in all thy tions that showca
l.
G
k 0 rganization 1s .a
ways.
Acleadership
skill
j
t· ree Investing experiPhoto by Marques All<n
senator for
of Phi
and should be weJI
Da truth: Reggie Lee Bachu , polemarch kp.owledge
him and he PALS, _,..____,__""ociety a d ii,ought out as you ma~e
of the Zeta B
hapter of Kappa Alpha shall
direct Be
}fir. Prairie 'v • n
your decision. Morris
P i Fraternity. Inc.
1
thy paths".
ew

- ----------~
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Scarves are the
in thing to wear and they
come in handy with or
without a jacket.
Light jackets are
a must because as you
know it may be fifty degrees when you leave in
the morning and seventy five by lunch time.
You don't want to wear
a jacket too heavy and
by lunch you are trying
to beat the heat. Always
purchase jackets that may
be accompanied by an array of colors like russet
(_brown), sinister (_black),
and cerulean (blue).
Scarves: this particular item may be found
at Old Navy, GAP, XXI,
American eagle, Abercrombie, and all department stores. Remember
the stores listed above
aren't the only establishments that carry these
items but they offer a
stylish selection
Jackets: this form
of outerwear is already
available at Old Navy,
Be Be, Arden B, Express
Men, Buckle, and Burlington coat factory,
Marshalls, Ro s, and TJ
Maxx.
says, "If anyone's interested, work to set themselves apart; this includes
academic
performance,
leadership and ervice ...
being that fraternities and
sororities are designed for
those seeking to empower
society and lead wor hy
causes." "A lot of people
are joining f r identity:
Letters o not make 8
er on ... if you are Jame
fore, you 'Jl pro,,bably be
lame afterwards.

. .

All in all, Morn_s s

experience is just begmning, bei~g. apart of Omega Psi Phi 1s an opJ?ortunity that is well chensh~d.
He ends our conversation
by saying, "I strive to be

the best man I can be; and
I chailenge the students
to put all the misconceptions aside, and get to
know my brothers."
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"Hollywood" comes_ back to _Prairie View campus
Alumna premieres first movie Thursday, Nov. 10
By Alanna Jones
W11 • £ 1-:,htor

The "small town girl
with big time dream ~· alum_na
"Hollywood RobmT an1 ka
~
ld
on has crept back on uer o
. toml)i.ny, grounds at f!V ~\U

ther as a writer and PALS. In
1998 Robinson also became a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. and gives
~20 Questions" cr~dit for the
line name her organization
gave her: "l drove a b\ue Mustanu and was known for dri o
ing fast. :zo Questions . aid.

·t the world premiere 'Who 's the AKA who thinks
to 1·nn,l 11
•
1,, In~idt•
fh,•r.ir
I J;Jm, 0 n 7 l
.
0
she is speed-racer?' and ever
k
•
Oitt
which wi/1 be
I.au my
·
.
since then that' what every1<ho\\'n Thur day . . ov. JO. ~t 6

one called me.~
Being a member of
ing, room AlOL
Robinson graduated the AKA sorority, Robinson
aw the need to put in place
from Jasper High School in
her
own position within the
Jasper, Texas in 1995. Upon
graduation, Texas Southern organization as a video enUniversity was where she at- gi.neer. Her role consisted
tended to major in radio and of filming the organization's
activities and community erTV.
In the s-pri.ng of 1996 vi.ce projects to show at variRobi.nson was i.nvi.ted to take ous function . These short
part i.n "Spring£est • acti.vi.ti.es ii.\ms gave Robinson tbe motiwi.th friends she had at f!V. She vati.on to become a filmmaker
attributes the beginnings of and also laid the foundation
her filmmaking career to that for the project that was about
experience: "When I stepped to change her life forever.
In the summer of
on the campus at PV everyone
was friendly and welcoming. I 1998, Robinson was informed
knew that day that I was going of a racially motivated murto transfer from TSU to PV." der that took place in her
Being from Jasper, PV made town: "I blew off what people
Robin on feel as if she were at were telling me about what
home, and in the fall of 1996 was going on in Jasper until I
he was enrolled as a radio/ TV looked at the news and saw a
major with a minor in history.
lady who lived down the street
During
Robinson's from me, and James Byrd Jr.,
undergraduate studies at PV the last person I saw before I
she thought it was important came to summer school ..,
to get involved with as many
Robinson explains
organizations as she could
that Byrd was known as the
therefore she joined The Pan~ man who walked the streets
p.m., in the New Science bmld-

..

,

and never really spoke to anyone; he kept to himself. Byrd's
face was usually covered by his
large brimmed hat, and was
known around town as "Toe·• b~cause his toe had been cut off m
an accident. As he walked down
the eastern end of the town from
a party

011

June.

7

199 8 ,

1

>e ~c-

cepted a ride with three white
men (chron.com). CNN.com report that instead of taking Byrd
home they took him to a wooded
area, beat him, sprayed his face
with black paint, chained him
to the tail end of a pickup truck,
and dragged him to his death on
a road ea t of Jasper.
Robinson's advisor at
the time knew the Byrd incident
could not be ignored and told her
to take a school camera from the
radio, TV, and film department
at PV and go to Jasper and film
everything she could. The advisor encouraged Robinson to take
on this project because she knew
that Robinson would be able to
capture another side of the story
that other affiliates wouldn't be
able to. Robinson took the advice and began her journey into
something she knew nothing
about.
Still enrolled at PY,
Robinson stepped foot on territory that she thought she would
never see in real life, but only
in books that her mother made
her read as a child: "Ifs like the
stories in the books I read were
coming into fruition. I sat on my
front porch and watched the Ku
Klux Klan walk
up and down
my street. I had
the Black Panther Party, Al
Sharpton, and
Jesse Jackson
sitting at my
breakfast table.
It was unreal."
Robinson
filmed and interviewed
as
many people as
she could, and
upon graduation from PV
in
December
1999, she kept
the footage but
decided to work
for the Houston
Independent
, chooJ Di trict.
.l\ft.-.. t
"" ears

of t~achmg, she
contmue?
to
have an. itch fo~
filmmakmg, an
s~ys, "I was de~tined ., to make
fi~ms. She deci<led to attend
How,1rd Univer-

sity's filmmaking chool to live
out her dreams.
Robinson knew that
she had to do
something with
all the footage
she captured in
Jasper,
therefore, she made
the assignment
the topic for
her thesis as a
l'lwl<• t,, I )I" Cla}OOm< II
requirement to
graduate from Lights, camera, action. Tameka
film school this Robinson i a result of how PY profall in Decem- duce productive people.
ber.
Although
Byrd's death ha been the topic and l have never known the
of an HBO special series pro- KKK to be in Jasper before."
gram, Robinson knew that she She says that this film is to
would be able to tell another show how blacks need to learn
side of the story: "My grandfa- how to forgive whites for what
ther, R.C. Horn. was elected as was done in slavery: "Although
the -fir t black mayor of Jasper these things happened, in our
in 1997. What would make my town blacks and whites stuck
story different is that I could together. As long as we confilm from the inside looking tinue to blame the white man
out, and I am able to relive for our downfall and what hapmoments when the media, the pened in slavery we won't get
KKK, and the Black Panther in- anywhere. If James Byrd's sisfiltrated my town ..,
ter can forgive the men who did
On The Inside Look- this to her brother why can't we
ing Out has been constructed forgive and take the opportuniwith 14 interviews by Robinson ties we have and run with it?"
"Ignorance is bliss,~
asking what are the feelings
these people have about Jasper says Robinson as she elaborates
now, and also to give a voice on the importance of black unito Jasper and dispel the myths ty: "The white man can't save
that media have placed on this us. We have to ave ourselves.
small Texas town: "The voice of Like Dubois said, 'We've got
this film will speak to everyone to take the veil off and reveal
and show that every town has a our true selves.' Like Farakhan
meaning. Racism is everywhere said, 'We need to rise up as a
and this could have happened people:~ In saying this, Robinto anybody. If it wasn't James son wants this film to open the
Byrd, it could have been me. If minds of the people who see it
it wasn't Jasper, it could have because she is sure that every
been PY."
person may or may not like it,
Robinson feels that but they will walk away with a
it is important to u e thi film new found knowledge: "Educaas a vehicle to open the minds tion is your strongest weapon.
of black people and show that That's all 'we' got."
tragedy happens. but "we"
-"Hollywood" is to
must move fonvard: "The world have faith in God and to speak
needs to know that Byrd's mur- dreams into existence .
derers came out the woodwork -Robin·on
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Thursday, 1W,o

Frida,y,11111

Tuesday, 11/15

Delta Sigma Theta
12 noon-3 p.m.
MSC

Delta Sigma Theta
12 noon-3 p.m.
MSC

Sigma Gamma Rho
Project Reassurance
11 p.m.-1 p.m.
MSC

Before You Go!
Internship
Orientation
1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Evans,Rm.210

Phi Beta Sigma
5 p.m.-8 p.m.
University Village
Clubhouse II

cso

NAACP

S:15 p.m.-7 p.m.
MSC,Rm.203

12 noon-2:30 p.m.
MSC

Alpha Phi Omega
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
MSC

Phi Beta Sigma
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Library, Rm. 108

12 noon-2 p.m.
MSC

Kappa Alpha Psi
5:30 p.m.-11 p.m.

Athletics
Induction Ceremony
6:30 p.rn.-10 p.m.

Epsilon Gamma Iota
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Wilson, Rm. 108

Wesley Foundation
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Chapel

MSC

MSC
CAB

Urban Readers
Association
5:45 p.m.-10 p.m.
Library, Rm. 108

Wesley Foundation
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Chapel

Alpha Kappa Alpha
5:30 p.m.-11 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. 101

Zeta Phi Beta
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Hilliard, Rm. 123

W.E.B. DuBois
History Club
"On The Inside
Looking Out"
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. A101

Delta Sigma Theta
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
MSC

Mr. Prairie View
6 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
MSC, Rm.204

S.unday. ll[ll

NAACP
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Banks,Rm.204
CAB
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
University Vi11age
Clubhouse III
Alpha Phi Omega
6:25 p.m.-8 p.m.
Library, Rm. 108
Karnation Kourt
6:45 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 202

African Students'

Saturday, 11112

Sigma Gamma Rho
Founder's Day
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Chapel

Monday. 11/U
Sigma Gamma Rho
Project Reassurance
11 p.m.-1 p.m.
MSC
Omega Psi Phi
12 noon-1 p.m.
MSC
CAB

Tau Beta Sigma
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Hobart, 2B219
Zeta Phi Beta
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Wilson, Rm. 103
BSM
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Chapel
pha Lambda Omega
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Chapel

6 p.m.-7 p.m.
University Village
Clubhouse II

5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. Aloi
Gamma Sigma Sigma
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. 103
Epsilon Gamma Iota
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Wilson, Rm. 109

Association
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 208
Alpha Kappa Alpha
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. A101

Wednesday. ll/16
Sigma Gamma Rho
Project Reassurance
11 p.m.-1 p.m.
MSC

CAB

NSBE
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Wilson, Rm. 109
Classic Dance
6 p.m.-11:55 p.m.
MSC

Untitled
•

,

•

By

Teria

Alcyon

Harr;s

This poem
Is dedicated to you
The one who ignores me
And neglects me too
The one who s@#$s on my field of green
healthy grass full of life
The one who relieves himself on my beautiful
flowers
And bathes in my warming,radiant sunlight
The one who greedily drinks from my we\l of

nourishing water
And regurgitates on my vast universe

All this only to leave me with a field of filthy,
barren, dry, destitute land
This poem, my dear, is dedicated to you
And I hope that one day
Some ungrateful, selfish, inconsiderate,
ignorant, foul, lowly, hateful, dumb, stupid,
foolish dog
Pees and s@#$s on your a#% too.

CAB

Gamma Phi Delta
6:30 p.m.-7:45 p.m.
Chapel

6 p.m.-7 p.m.
University College

Kamation Kourt
6:45 p.m.-9 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 205

Blackstone Pre-Law
Society
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Woolfolk, Rm. 203

Gamma Sigma Sigma
6:45 p.m.-10 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. 122

NMCP
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
MSC

Church of Christ
7 p.m.-8 p.m.
Delco, Rm. 327

Miss Prairie View
6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
University College
Auditorium

Delta Sigma Theta
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
MSC
Zeta Phi Beta
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 202
BSM
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Chapel

Phi Mu Alpha
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Hobart Taylor Recital
Hall
Alpha Phi Alpha
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 205
Sigma Gamma Rho
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. 104

Kappa Psi Omega
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Library, Rm. 108

FOCCS
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Chapel

Delta Sigma Theta
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
MSC

Epsilon Gamma Iota
8 p.m.-10 p.m.
Co11ins, Rm. 225

1. Is there going to be another "delayed confusion"
for the Alphas? 2. What did the Greeks do to the
girl who wrote the story wrong about the Divine
Nine? 3. Does she really think that she can still
pledge? 4. How many girls were rejected from AKA
or Delta and are going to try and pledge Gamma
Sigma Sigma? 5. Do they not know GSS actually
pledges? 6. Who is "flaming" on the Phi Beta
Sigma line? 7. Shouldn't he have pledged Kappa?
8. Now that the Kappas are back on the yard are
they going to keep things "straight "? 9. Who is
XI DELTA CHI? 10. Since they are a new organization don't they know it makes them an open
target for 20 Questions? 11. Are they going to take
it like Gs or are they going to cry to The Panther
like Alpha-Delta-Omega? 12. Wasn't the BET tour
more crunk than homecoming? 13. Do you still
have to have a 7.0 G.P.A to pledge Sigma Gamma
Rho? 14. Is the Zeta line really going to be bigger
than the AKA line? 15. Why is the Urban Readers
Association the fastest growing organization on
campus, but nobody proofreads their handout or
flyers for grammatical errors? 16. Who is on line
for PALS? 17. Can the Iotas really afford to rej_ec;
people? 18. Aren't they pressed for membership
19. Why is the last question al ys -whaf do you
think?!' 20. What do you thiak?

•
_.., Th questions submitted are
entertainment a .....,.. e U
hat you think?
not the views of The Panther. Want t~ te
MSC or
•
,nments and questions O • 219
Please b nng
your co
ed Questions are printed at
. .

ThlS lS for

e-mail us panfher@pvamu.
the di
·on of'Jbe Pantber.
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BET from page I
bags said, "I enjoyed helping
out with the tour, it was a lot
of fun."
Although Dright
thought the tour was fun , he
said that improvements could
be made. "The only downfall of
the tour was that the products
that were given away were more
for women. The only thing men
could have used was the body
lotion."
It's free for you: A crowd gathers to receive giveaways
The promotional bags
from
sponsors.
had an Essence Pantene Pro-V
pamphlet in it, which promoted
the tour and its new products for
"Women of Color." The bags also
were filled with feminine hygiene
products, shower essentials, body
wasn and1otion, toothpaste, and
a sample of Downy's laundry
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Can't pick it up?
Check it out online at
and get in on the conversations on the
message boards.

TWO ROOMS FOR RENT
ATTEITTlO NEEDED

TWO FEMALES STUDENTS
WASHER

D DRYER PROVIDED

$315.00 MONTH PLUS S2SO,DODEPOSIT EACH STUD£NT

Phone: 713 - 502 - 8659

Contact: 1 . Bric

detergent.

Courtney Warren, an
engineering major, attended the
tour both last year and this year
and had a positive impression of
the event. "The entire event was
exciting and I like the giveaways.
Overall, I think the tour is effective because it unit es the black
community," Warren said.

~ MAYO CLINIC

SUMMERIii
Far away from here: Students compete on inflatable velcro
wall to be entered into a raffle for two free airline tickets.

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

HOUSTON POLICE DEPARTMEN
POLICE OFFICER TRAINEE
REGISTER NOW FOR THE CIVIL
SERVICE EXAM
Go to the City of Houston Human Resources, 611
Walker, Ground Level, Houston, TX 77002 (Mon. - Fri.
between 9:00 A.M.- 4:30 P.M. CST) to register in
person. OR out-of-town applicants may register online at
www .houstontx.gov/police/careers.htm
EXAM DATE: December 7, 2005
REGISTER BY: November 18, 2005 (4:30 P.M. CST)
Must possess sixty (60) semester college hours OR
military experience with an Honorable Discharge*
(*Additional requirements are applicable)
EARN UP TO $46,000.00 THE FIRST YEAR*
(•With benefits, including equipment aJlowance, shift diff
feten · weekend pay, bachelor's degree and bilingual pay
EXC..._~y BENEFITS & CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
o-r more information contact:
'll'll[ll~~31ziO POLICE DEPARTMENT

HlfMAN ~~•URCES DIVISION
1100 Travi~ Suite 1301
Bousto~ Tex s 77001

713-308-1300/1-800-252-0473
OR VISIT: www.houstonpolic~org
Recruif@cityofltouston.na
The City ofHouston is 11n Equal Opporta11 ity E-,,loyer

'
We invite you to explore the Summer Ill Student Nursing Experience
with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This program is for junior
year students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. Summer
Ill begins in early June and lasts for 10 weeks. Summer Ill is a paid,
supervised nursing program exposing the student to a broad range of
direct and indirect patient care settings on inpatient and surgical units.

Since 1997, Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester has been a recipient
of the Magnet Hospital Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing
Service by the American Nurses Credentialing Center.
For more information about the Summer Ill program, please visit our
website or contact:

Mayo Clinic
Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW, Rochester, MN 55905
ph 800-562•7984
e-mail summer3@mayo.edu

Application Deadline: January 15, 2006

www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst

